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***** Print on Demand *****.Yes, there is darkness in Peter Pan - and in Alice, too, and in The
Wizard of Oz - and certainly in Felix Saltons Bambi. These books, while written for young people,
and which may be described as fantasy, have real plots and real characters who are not perfect.
Peter Pan is selfish and stubborn as well as charming because children are not angels - they are
little humans. Alice is highly critical of the adults in her dream world - adults who act very
arbitrarily and often foolishly, as adults often do. Bambi is about the effects of human cruelty on
animals; it deals with death and pain. One of the indications that these are good books, and not
merely childrens books, is that they can be read at different stages of life with new layers of
understanding. You dont have to outgrow them, and they are better than many a book written for
adults. The real Pan and Alice and Bambi may not be suitable for the very youngest children, but
please dont deprive your children culturally by never giving them...
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This book could be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to tell you that here is the
best book we have read through inside my personal lifestyle and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS

This kind of publication is every thing and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through time. I realized
this ebook from my i and dad recommended this publication to understand.
-- Dax Herzog-- Dax Herzog
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